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Alberta Enterprise

Corporation History
Accountability Statement
Alberta Enterprise Corporation was established
on December 2008 upon proclamation of the
Alberta Enterprise Corporation Act. The Board
of the Alberta Enterprise Corporation (“Alberta
Enterprise”) is accountable to the Minister
of Enterprise & Advanced Education
(“EAE”) (formerly Advanced Education &
Technology, or “AET”).

Our Mission
Alberta Enterprise’s mission is to promote
the development of a local Venture Capital
(VC) industry. We are an important part of the
Government of Alberta’s strategic plan to move
the Province toward a more diversified and
innovation-driven economy.
In compliance with its governing legislation and
the agreement with Enterprise & Advanced
Education, Alberta Enterprise works to fulfill its
mission and mandate through investment as a
Limited Partner (LP) in venture capital funds that
meet criteria outlined in its investment policy,
and through targeted initiatives to support
and mature the local VC industry.

What makes Alberta
Enterprise unique is
its investment model.
What makes Alberta Enterprise unique is its
investment model. The capital provided is invested,
and as such, we expect to return our capital back
to the Government of Alberta – in a timeframe
consistent with the life of a VC fund. As a result, the
Province benefits not only from the potential return
on our VC fund investments, but also in the creation
of a local VC industry with resident professionals.
The long-term goal is a self-sustaining VC industry,
which provides the capital needed to sustain the
growth of Alberta’s knowledge-based companies
and an innovation-driven economy. The building
of a local VC industry will provide substantial
benefits to the province in the long-term, but
this is a decades-long pursuit. Governments that
have committed to VC development strategies –
including Silicon Valley, Israel, and other notable
examples – have learned to take a multi-decade
perspective in both planning and policy.
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Corporate Directory
Board of Directors
>> Paul G. Haggis, Board Chair, former President
and CEO of the Ontario Municipal Employees
Retirement System (OMERS)
>> Barry M. Heck*, Vice Chair and Audit
Committee Chair, President and Principal
Partner of EL Merchant Capital
>> R. Geoffrey Browne, Founder and Managing
Partner of MWI & Partners
>> Vicky Sharpe, Ph.D, President and CEO of
Sustainable Development Technology Canada
>> Brad Zumwalt, Founder and Partner
of Zinc Ventures

Management Team
>> Rod Charko*, Chief Executive Officer
>> Kristina Williams, Director of Investments
>> Rebecca Giffen, Director of Investments
>> Carey Houston, Director of Industry
Development

* Subsequent to fiscal year end, Alberta 		
Enterprise’s CEO, Rod Charko, passed away.
Berry Heck, Alberta Enterprise’s Vice Chair,
has since been named interim CEO.

Management’s Responsibility
for Reporting
Alberta Enterprise’s management is responsible for
the preparation, accuracy, objectivity and integrity
of the information contained in the annual report,
including the financial statements, performance
results, and supporting management information.
Systems of internal control are designed and
maintained to produce reliable information that
meets reporting requirements, and to ensure
that transactions are properly authorized, reliable
financial records are maintained, assets are properly
accounted for and safeguarded, and relevant
legislation and policies are complied with. Corporate
business plans, performance results and the
supporting management information are also integral
to both financial and performance reporting.
The annual report has been approved by the Board
of Directors and is prepared in accordance with
ministerial guidelines.
The Auditor General of the Province of Alberta,
the corporation’s external auditor appointed under
the Auditor General Act, performs an annual
independent audit of Alberta Enterprise’s financial
statements in accordance with Canadian public
sector accounting standards.
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Message from

President + CEO / Board Chair
Alberta Enterprise was successful this fiscal year
in executing our strategic plan and putting our
capital to work. Following is a summary of our
key achievements and initiatives:

approved by the Board. Two of these three
commitments are to Alberta-based funds,
which demonstrates significant progress
towards our objective of investing in such
funds. The third fund will establish a new,

Now Committed to Invest $54 Million of $100
Million in Third and Fourth VC Funds
>> We made commitments to invest in our third
and fourth VC funds in 2011-2012. With these
investments – along with the two commitments
announced in May 2011 – Alberta Enterprise has
now committed for investment $54 million of the
$100 million capital provided by the Province.

full time Alberta presence.
>> Our investments have extended Alberta’s

>> In addition to the above, progress was also
made in this fiscal year on three additional
commitments, expected to close in the first
half of fiscal year 2012-2013. These three
commitments total $26 million, and are already

VC industry by forging connections to other
experts including Limited Partners in the
funds, portfolio companies, and other VC firms.
Because we require funds in which we invest
to have an Alberta office, our investments also
result in more “VC feet on the street”. This local
VC investor community gives Alberta’s growing
technology companies and entrepreneurs
direct access to technology investor financing
and extended investor networks.

Commitments for Investment

Cumulative Total

Closed in Fiscal Year 2010-2011

$29 M

$29 M

Closed in Fiscal Year 2011-2012

$25 M

$54 M

Approved Investments

$36 M

$90 M
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Invested in ICT, Energy/Clean Tech;
and Still Actively Exploring Life Sciences
>> In fiscal year 2011-2012, our investment
activities continued our focus on three core
areas: ICT, energy/clean technology, and
high-potential sub-sectors within Life Sciences
including agriculture, food/nutraceuticals,
health, and biotechnology.

Laid Groundwork for Launch of the
Accelerate Fund in 2012-2013
>> This fiscal year, we also conducted extensive
due diligence and prepared for the launch
in fiscal 2012-2013 of a new angel coinvestment fund, the Accelerate Fund. (The
Board of Alberta Enterprise approved a $10
million commitment for investment in the
Accelerate Fund subsequent to fiscal yearend.) We determined that there was a need
to provide additional structure and leverage
to angel-backed deals, as well as to assist
earlier stage companies and entrepreneurs
with finding angel investor capital. In addition
to financial capital, this fund will also provided
the needed human capital – in the form
of hands-on guidance and resources –
to provide early-stage companies with
a greater chance of success.

>> In 2012-2013, Alberta Enterprise will continue
to work with EAE, Alberta Innovates –
Technology Futures, and the broader tech
and investor community, to ensure that the
innovation, commercialization and scientific
communities that could benefit from this
type of fund are aware of its potential. We
will also proactively engage the angel and VC
investor communities, so they are aware of
the pipeline of viable businesses that this fund
will help identify and nurture.

Alberta Enterprise was
successful this fiscal year
in executing our strategic
plan and putting our
capital to work.
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Sharing Knowledge with the Ministry
of Enterprise & Advanced Education
and Others
>> Over the past year, Alberta Enterprise’s Board
and staff have consulted with EAE, as well as
with the innovation, technology, startup and
VC communities across Alberta and beyond.
We have also consulted with, and briefed, the
Ministry of Enterprise & Advanced Education,
and the Alberta Innovates corporations,
to ensure that they can benefit from our
strong relationships with the startup and
VC communities. These briefings are a key
way we help transfer of our knowledge, and
enable key partners to better understand
the innovation and startup communities
and design policies and programs that
enable their success.

Growing a Stronger Ecosystem to Support
the Technology & VC Communities
>> Alberta’s tech ecosystem has begun to take
root and grow. Alberta Enterprise has been
instrumental in providing advice, guidance
and support to the ecosystem, and our efforts
have been seen as critical to the VC industry’s
success. We have engaged many grassroots

Alberta’s tech
ecosystem has begun
to take root and grow
industry organizations and private sector
organizations to support these initiatives, with
both resources and in-kind support. Included
in the list of supporters are many top-tier law
firms, accounting firms, recruiters, mentors,
board members and industry experts. Our
goal is to solicit private industry support and
funding to make these ecosystem initiatives
self-sustaining in the long-term.
Alberta Enterprise’s Board of Directors and
management will continue to work closely
with Enterprise & Advanced Education, other
Ministries and government agencies, and various
VC, industry, and technology entrepreneur
stakeholder groups who share our goal of building
a thriving VC industry, to support the growth
of Alberta’s knowledge-based industries.
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Management’s

Discussion + Analysis
Alberta Enterprise’s operations focus on two key
areas: investment as a Limited Partner in technology
venture capital funds that finance early-stage,
knowledge-based companies; and targeted initiatives
to develop the venture capital ecosystem and
improve the networks connecting entrepreneurs,
experienced management and investors.

Alberta Enterprise’s
operations focus on
two key areas
Goal
Improve pool of venture capital
available in Alberta

2012-2013 Operational
Overview: Investments
Alberta Enterprise was established to build a
local venture capital industry, to provide the
capital needed to support the growth and
success of knowledge-based companies in
Alberta. To achieve this, Alberta Enterprise
invests as a Limited Partner in technology
venture capital funds that have, or will establish,
a full time presence in the province. We target
three types of funds for investment: North
American funds currently operating outside
Alberta, funds that are local to Alberta, and an
early stage Angel Co-investment fund. Following
is a summary of our accomplishments this year,
with respect to Investment:
Outcome

>> Committed $10 million to iNovia Capital’s latest fund (iNovia
Investment Fund Limited Partnership III), focused on the
information and communications technology sectors.
>> Committed $15 million to EnerTech Capital’s fund (EnerTech IV),
investing in energy and clean technology.
>> Committed investments to date total $54 million.
>> By the end of the fiscal year, we had Board approval for three
additional commitments, expected to close in the first half of fiscal
year 2012-2013. These three commitments total $26 million,
and include two Alberta-based funds.
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Goal

Outcome

Improve pool of venture capital
available in Alberta

>> Leveraged our $54 million in capital investments:
–– Into $404 million, with leverage of more than 7 to 11
–– By forging connections to 99 other Limited Partners,
147 portfolio companies, and 131 VC firms
–– Into more local “VC feet on the street”, with two of the firms
already opening new Alberta offices, and a third firm increasing
its presence in Alberta. The fourth fund will open an Alberta
office in fiscal year 2012-13.

Establish angel co-investment fund

>> Developed the Accelerate Fund, an angel co-investment fund.
>> Completed RFP process for Fund Manager. Eleven candidates
applied to become the fund manager.
>> Due to an extensive due diligence process the Accelerate Fund
launch has been postponed to fiscal year 2012-13.
>> Board approval for a $10 million commitment for investment in
the Accelerate Fund occurred after fiscal year-end.

1

Make fund investments in key
areas with local deal flow: internet &
communications technology (ICT),
energy/clean tech, agri-tech/
health/biotech

>> ICT: Invested in iNovia III which focuses on ICT

Monitor funds in which Alberta
Enterprise previously invested

>> Alberta Enterprise’s investment team continued to monitor
and report on the Corporation’s investments made previously:
–– $15 million in the Chrysalix Energy Limited Partnership III
(CELP III), a $145 million fund focused on the clean energy sector.
–– $14 million in the Yaletown Ventures II Limited Partnership,
a $120 million fund focused on the information and
communications technology and clean technology sectors.

>> Energy/Clean Tech: Invested in EnerTech IV, which focuses
on energy-technology and clean-technology
>> Ag/Health/BioTech: Continuing to look for Life Sciences funds.
Additionally, convened a meeting and continued discussions with
key life sciences organizations, executives, and companies to
explore ways to enable increased life sciences investment as well as
discussing how to ensure that Accelerate Fund can act as a vehicle
for angel and early-stage life sciences investments.

Leverage refers to the total capital available in our investee funds made available to Alberta entrepreneurs
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The Accelerate Fund is scheduled to launch
in fiscal year 2012-2013. Meanwhile, Alberta
Enterprise’s work on the Accelerate Fund over
the past year included:
>> Developing operating specifications
and budget model
>> Drafting initial management contract
>> Drafting limited partnership agreement
>> Branding, trademarking, and developing
a draft website
>> Developing a fund manager request for
proposal (RFP) and selection process
>> Short-listing two fund managers with a final
selection to come in the first half of fiscal
2012-2013
>> Developing the fund’s industry committee,
and working with the A100 organization
to operationalize this initiative

Operational Overview:
VC Ecosystem/Industry
Development
Cultivating the ecosystem around technology
startups, technology investors and related
networks is the key to developing a selfsustaining Alberta-based VC industry. This
means bringing together and supporting
investors, startups and management talent.
We have seen revitalization in Alberta’s tech
ecosystem over the past year, and Alberta
Enterprise has been at the forefront
of this success.
Alberta Enterprise has been successful in
supporting the creation of industry-driven,
grassroots organizations that play a meaningful
role in the technology and VC ecosystem.
These groups connect Alberta entrepreneurs,
startups, investors and mentors within Alberta
and outside the province. But more work needs
to be done. For fiscal year 2012-2013, Alberta
Enterprise has mapped out a comprehensive
plan to further develop the Alberta ecosystem.

Goals and Outcomes: Industry Development
Goal

Outcome

Assist VCs with raising their profile,
and accessing Alberta deal flow

>> Organizing and leading the Venture Capital Association of Alberta
(VCAA) as the primary community of venture-stage investors in
the province. Alberta Enterprise was instrumental in leading the
VCAA, expanding the board of directors, developing an annual
plan and budget to ensure future sustainability, and organizing
two networking events that brought together VC’s from Alberta
and across North America, with local Private Equity investors
and angels, including those from the energy sector.
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Goals and Outcomes: Industry Development
Goal

Outcome

Assist VCs with raising their profile,
and accessing Alberta deal flow

>> Supported Alberta Enterprise’s investee VCs in raising their profile, by
recruiting them to present or participate in various industry events.
>> Raised the profile of the Alberta VC industry by leveraging
sponsorships in various industry events.

Deliver targeted initiatives to bring
together angel and VC investors,
with entrepreneurs and experienced
management talent

>> Organized AccelerateAB, the first Alberta-wide, cross-sector
tech conference driven by Alberta Enterprise (lead sponsor &
Conference Chair), A100 and C100, that saw more than 350
attendees in 2011 and is planned for Edmonton in 2012 with
even higher attendance.
>> Supporting the A100 (with seconded resources and sponsorship).
The A100 is a peer group to the C100, whose mandate is to nurture
Alberta’s next generation of tech entrepreneurs. Membership in
A100 grew by over 1.5x in 2011.

Supporting nascent start-up
communities

>> Sponsored events with Startup Edmonton and Startup Calgary,
helped ensure VC/investor engagement in various entrepreneurial
education and networking events.
>> Provided guidance on operations, governance and fundraising
to Startup Calgary
>> Chaired the AccelerateAB conference

Network Alberta community to key
hubs outside the province

>> Engaging the C100 (a non-profit group of Canadians in Silicon
Valley), through sponsorship of C100 and C100 Clean Tech,
operating the Accelerate AB conference as a joint C100/
A100 initiative, and using these initiatives to connect Alberta
Entrepreneurs to Silicon Valley expertise.

Leverage the broader community of
advisors and service providers

>> Engaging with private sector organizations to support the
above initiatives, including recruiting as sponsors many leading
accounting, consulting and law firms, recruiters and others.
This private industry support helps to make our ecosystem
sustainable in the long-term.

Initiated study of Alberta deal flow

>> In addition to the above, in fiscal year 2011-2012, Alberta
Enterprise initiated a comprehensive study of the Alberta deal flow.
Results are expected in the Fall of 2012, and will outline numbers,
sector breakdowns, and other analyses. EAE will be fully briefed
on the results of this study.
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Operational Overview:
Capital Deployment and Operational Budget
Capital Deployment
In fiscal year 2011-2012, Alberta Enterprise
made commitments for investment in new
funds from iNovia Capital and EnerTech Capital,
committing $10 million (Cdn) and $15 million
(US) respectively. This brings our total capital
committed for investment to $54 million. In fiscal
year 2011-2012, Alberta Enterprise disbursed
$3.448 million, for a total disbursement of
$9.882 million to the limited partnerships in
which we’ve invested, in order to meet their
funding requirements for both investments and
operational expenses. The balance of committed
capital – $44.091 million – is not reflected in
the Corporation’s balance sheet; it is drawn
down over the life of the funds, as is standard
practice in this industry.
Alberta Enterprise’s balance sheet includes a
$1.896 million unrealized remeasurement gain
on its investments in Limited Partnerships.
We record a proportionate share of any
increases or decreases in the fair market value of
investments made by the funds. Changes in fair
market value are not recorded (i.e. realized) in
Alberta Enterprise’s income statement until the
investments are sold by the Limited Partnership.

Operational Budget

The budgeted net loss shown is a result of
a different accounting policy used when the
Alberta Enterprise budget was finalized.
With this change, VC fund management fees
paid to the partnerships are capitalized as
part of the investment.
The financial statements reflect the original
budget approved for Alberta Enterprise. The net
loss for fiscal 2011-2012 is due to the following:
>> Net loss from Operations: Approval was
granted during the 2011-2012 fiscal year to
exceed the original budget by up to $500,000,
for additional operational expenses. Alberta
Enterprise’s actual operational expenses for
the fiscal year were less than this approved
budget overage.
>> Net loss from Investments: The net loss from
investments of $1.043 million is a result of net
realized losses of the investments in limited
partnerships. However, the Corporation
concurrently had unrealized remeasurement
gains on investment of $1.896 million. As a
result, Net Assets increased for fiscal year
ended 2012-12.
The above reflects accounting standards’
treatment for Limited Partnerships in both the
private equity and venture capital industries.

The Statement of Operations shows a budgeted
Net Loss of $1.5 million for fiscal 2011-2012.
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Looking Ahead
Although much progress has been made in
the last few years, the creation of a thriving
venture capital industry in Alberta has just
begun. The building of a local VC industry will
provide substantial benefits to the province in
the long-term, but this is a decade-long pursuit.
Governments that have committed to VC strategies –
including Silicon Valley, Israel, and other notable
examples – have learned to take a multi-decade
perspective in both planning and policy.
Our efforts in future will continue to focus on:
1. Getting more VC firms active in the province –
investing in, coaching and connecting our
entrepreneurs to global advisors, partners
and customers;
2. Creating or nurturing a strong VC ecosystem
that better connects entrepreneurs, investors
and experienced management, and leverages
both the private and public sectors;
3. Ensuring more capital is available to Alberta’s
technology entrepreneurs, that will enable
them to grow globally-successful companies;
4. Earning a return on invested capital, for our
shareholder.

Key Risk Factors
Alberta Enterprise faces risks as it works on
achieving its goals. With the industry in transition,
the Corporation will monitor the trends behind
these risks and take steps to mitigate them
whenever possible.

Fundraising Risks: There is a risk that Alberta
Enterprise will identify funds that meet all our
investment criteria, successfully pass through due
diligence but are unable to reach their targets for
fundraising. Due to the economic climate it has
been increasingly difficult for funds to raise capital.
General Partner Consolidation: As a result of
the recent economic upheaval and the historical
performance of venture capital in Canada, it is
expected that there may be a consolidation of
Canadian venture funds and/or general partner
teams in Canada.
Deal Flow: Alberta’s knowledge-based industry
sectors are relatively small compared to larger
Canadian centres such as Toronto or Vancouver,
or to large technology clusters in the United
States. There is also a lack of experienced
C-level technology management talent in Alberta
compared other jurisdictions. Depending on their
sector or stage focus, funds interested in working in
Alberta may experience challenges in documenting
sufficient deal flow to venture funds to justify the
location of a partner and an office in Alberta.
Public Policy / Geography: Venture capital funds
are motivated solely by the prospect of realizing
superior returns for their investors. Although
Alberta Enterprise will not place a requirement on
its investee funds that they invest only in Alberta,
we do expect funds to locate a partner and make
a meaningful commitment to the province. We
may face challenges in finding funds for certain
sectors willing to make this commitment while
also successfully passing due diligence and
demonstrating the ability to close fundraising.
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Corporate

Governance Statement
Management of the Company
The business and affairs of the corporation are
managed by or under the direction or supervision
of the Board of Directors. The Board exercises
all powers of the company not required to be
exercised by the shareholders.

Board of Directors
The Board, which comprises non-executive
directors, meets four times per year and as
required for strategic planning purposes and
to progress specific decisions. The Board is
accountable to the shareholding Minister of
Enterprise & Advanced Education in the manner
set out in the Alberta Enterprise Corporation
Act, Alberta Enterprise Corporation Regulation
and the Alberta Enterprise Corporation Transfer
Agreement.
The Board establishes strategic policy, guides
and monitors the business and affairs of the
corporation on behalf of the shareholder, and
is committed to a high standard of corporate
governance. Responsibility for the operation and
administration of the company is delegated to
the Chief Executive Officer who is accountable

to the Board. In particular, the Board places
emphasis on implementation of venture capital
best practices, sound administrative systems and
procedures, and regulatory compliance.
The directors are appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council. A director holds office for
a term fixed in the order appointing the director,
which term must not exceed three years. Alberta
Enterprise’s Board of Directors presently includes
five external and independent members.

Governance Review
A governance review is undertaken at least
annually, to ensure effectiveness of
governance structures.

The Board places emphasis
on implementation of venture
capital best practices
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Conflict of Interest Policy and Procedures
As outlined in the Alberta Enterprise Code of
Conduct and Ethical Standards a “conflict of
interest” exists when an individual’s private
interests interfere or conflict with or appear
to interfere or conflict with the interests of the
Corporation. A conflict situation may arise when
an employee, officer or director takes actions or
has interests that may make it difficult to perform
his or her professional obligations objectively and
effectively or when he or she otherwise takes
action that is inconsistent with the interests of
the Corporation for his or her direct or indirect
benefit or for the direct or indirect benefit of a
third party. A conflict of interest may also arise
when an employee, officer or director, or a
member of his or her family, receives improper
personal benefits as a result of his or her
position in the Corporation, whether received
from the Corporation or a third party. Loans to
or guarantees of obligations of Employees or any
of their respective family members are likely to
amount to conflicts of interest as are transactions
of any kind between the Corporation and any
other entity in which an employee, officer or
director has a material interest.

Conflicts of interest are prohibited as a matter
of corporate policy, except as specifically
approved by the Corporation’s board of directors
(the “Board”) and except in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations. It is not always
easy to determine whether a conflict of interest
exists, so any potential conflicts of interest must
be reported immediately to senior management.

Conflicts of interest are
prohibited as a matter of
corporate policy
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